A simple kinematic model is proposed to account for the kinetic isotope effect (KIE) upon the reactions of simple ions X+ with HO. This model is based upon (I) the fact that the displacement of the center of polarizability from the center of mass in the HO molecule will affect the alignment of the reactants, (2) the fact that, for many ions X+, reaction must occur by a surface crossing mechanism, and (3) the assumption that the ratio XH+ I(XH+ +XO+) equals the fraction of intimate collisions in which the H end of HO is oriented towards the ion at the moment the reactants pass over the centrifugal barrier in the effective radial potential (or cross over to the X-HO+ surface if the crossing occurs before the centrifugal barrier is reached). Use of the ion-induced dipole potential for the reactants permits the derivation of an analytic expression for the KIE. With no adjustable parameters, this model accounts quantitatively for the very different KIE's observed in the reactions of Ar+ and Kr+ with HO at low collision energies.
I. INTRODUCTION
As reported previously, 1,2 the intramolecular kinetic isotope effect (KIE) upon the ion-molecule reaction Kr+ +HD-KrH+ +D -KrD++H (la) (1b) displays a very unusual energy dependence. The ratio a(KrH+)!a(KrD+) increases rapidly with collision energy, passes through a maximum of about 2.5 at 0.7 eV relative energy, and then decreases to a value of about 0.3 at collision energies above 3 eV. Both the sharp maximum at low energies (E< 1. 5 eV) and the inverse isotope effect at high energies (E> 1. 5 eV) are quite extraordinary, being in marked contrast with the results reported by other workers for the analogous reactions of Ar+, Ni, and other simple ions with HD. 3 -6 In these cases the KIE was near unity at the lowest collision energy and increased (slowly at first but then more rapidly) with increasing collision energy, reaching values greater than 2 only at rather high (> 4 eV) collision energies. Theoretical models based upon complex formation,3 energy and momentum conservation,s potential energy surfaces, [7] [8] [9] and various kinematic models 10 -:-14 have been proposed to explain the isotope effects observed in these earlier studies. None of these models, however, seem adequate to explain the unusual KIE displayed by Reaction (1).
We propose here a simple reaction model which accounts quite well for the KIE observed in Reaction (1) at collision energies less than 1. 5 eV center of mass (c. m.) . This model, which contains no adjustable parameters, has as its physical basiS two facts which are common to a number of ion-molecule reactions involving HD.
First, in a molecule such as HD, the center of mass is displaced from the center of polarizability by an amount ar equal to one-sixth the HD separation. In an ion-molecule reaction of the general type X+ +HD-XH+ +D -XD++H, (2a) (2b) this displacement will cause the intermolecular potential governing the collision of the reactants to depend upon both the distance r from X+ to the center of mass of HD and the angle e between the HD bond axis and the vector r (see Fig. 1 ). As a result of the anisotropy in the potential, certain orientations of the reactants will be more probable than others. If one assumes the XH+ is formed when the H end of the HD is directed toward the ion, the ratio a(xH+)!a(xD+) can be calculated if one knows the probability of a particular orientation, p(e), as a function of the relative collision energy E.
Second, for many ion-molecule reactions of the type X+ + H2 -XH+ + H, the ground state of XH+ dissociates to X + H+, so that only the reactant state X + H; correlates with the ground state of the product. Therefore, these reactions must occur by a surface crossing mechanism from the initial X+-H2 surface to the X-H; surface. The pOSition of this crossing, which is strongly influenced by the ionization potential of X, can be expected to have a marked effect on the collision dynamics. 15
George and Suplinskas, 14 using the "kinematic model for reaction" to calculate the KIE in the reaction of Ar+ with HD, have previously considered the effect of molecular reorientation upon the product yield. At collision energies above 2 eV (c. m.), the predictions of their model were in agreement with experimental results. At these energies, however, the predicted KIE was determined principally by the problem of energy disposal; the orientation effect produced only a small dif-
Schematic representation of the X+-HD system, defining the coordinates discussed in the text. The force exerted upon the HD molecule is assumed to be directed towards the center of polarizability, which is taken as the geometric center of the molecule and is marked C. P. The HD molecule rotates Peter M. Heirl: Isotope effect in ion-molecule reactions ference in the calculated results. Although the orientation effect was found to have a greater effect upon the KIE at lower collision energies, the kinetic model failed to account quantitatively for the observed KIE at collision energies below 2 eV. The authors attributed this failure of the model to uncertainties in the reaction exoergicity and the intermolecular potentials.
The model proposed here considers only the effect of reactant orientation upon the product ratio and ignores other effects (kinematic conSiderations, statistical effects, etc.) which may influence the ratio of the isotropiC products. In Sec. II we present the details of the model used to calculate the orientation isotope effect. The application of this model to the reactions of Kr+ and of Ar+ with HD is discussed in Sec. III.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

A. Intermolecular potential
Quantitative application of this model requires an analytic expression for the intermolecular potential between the reactants X+-H 2 . Because such potentials, particularly at small distances of separation, are only imperfectly understood at this time, it has been customary to approximate the interaction between an ion and a polarizable molecule by the ion-induced dipole potential. Although the inadequacy of this approximation is now generally recognized,16 this approach has in the past provided useful inSights to ion-neutral interactions. Moreover, because of its long-range nature, this potential can be expected to playas ignificant role in determining the orientation of the approaching reactants. Consequently, we choose to illustrate the features of this model by using this mathematically tractable expression for the potential: Assumption 1. For the interaction of an ion with a polarizable molecule, the intermolecular potential is given by the ion-induced dipole potential
where e is the electronic charge, a the polarizability of the neutral species, and rg the hard sphere radius. The distance r' from the ion to the center of polarizability of HD is related to the distance r from the ion to the center of mass of HD by the law of cosines (see Fig. 1 ):
Substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (3), and use of the approximation (1 -x t" "" 1 + nx when x« 1, yields the intermolecular potential as a function of r:
where (6) and
In a colliSion at relative energy E and impact parameter b, the effective radial potential is given by
where V(r) is given by Eq. (5). The centrifugal force will cause the effective potential to have a maximum at rmax (E, b) of height Vmax(E, b) :
r rg (9) where E e , the energy at which the centrifugal barrier merges with the hard sphere repulsive wall, is given by
2 a' /2r;, The condition that E must exceed the height Vmax(E, b) for close collision to occur defines a maximum impact parameter for which close colliSions are possible:
The final relevant feature of the intermolecular potential applies to those reactions which proceed by a curve crOSSing mechanism. As shown by Gislason,17 the assumption of the ion-induced dipole potential leads to the conclusion that an X-H; surface which lies ~€ above the initial X+ -H2 surface at infinite separation will cross it at (11) where ~a = a(x) -a(H 2 ). The crossings are presumably completely avoided in low energy colliSions, so that X+-H2 goes adiabatically to X-H; inside r x • 17
B. Evaluation of f:, V
The extent of molecular orientation depends upon the magnitude of ~ V, which in turn varies as r-s . Evaluation of the orientation isotope effect therefore requires the selection of a critical distance of separation, ro, at which point the molecular orientation will determine the outcome of the collision. Two situations must be considered:
Case I: rmax> r x ' The reactants reach the maximum in the effective potential as X+-H2' Since their radial velOCity will have its minimum value at r max, the reactants will have the opportunity for reorientation as they approach to this distance; once over the centrifugal barrier, the radial velocity will increase and collision will presumably occur soon enough that no further change in the molecular orientation can occur. In this case, therefore, we can identify ro with rmax. [Clearly, at very low collision energies (E< 0.1 eV), rmax is large enough and r small enough that sufficient time elapses after the barrier is surmounted for additional reorientation to occur. Application of this model, therefore, to such very low energy collisions is inappropriate. l.
Case II: rmax < r x ' TranSition to the reactant state described by X-HD+ occurs before the distance rma.x is achieved. Since the anisotropiC potential given by Eq. (5) is no longer applicable inside r x ' we assume that no further molecular reorientation occurs beyond that already achieved during the approach to r x' These considerations lead to the second (and key) assumption of this model:
Assumption 2. The ratio XH+/(xH+ +XD+) is equal to the fraction of HD molecules with their H end oriented toward the ion (i. e., -1T/2 < 0 < 1T/2) at the moment the reactants pass over the centrifugal barrier in the effective potential or when they cross over to the X-HD+ surface, whichever occurs earlier in their approach. Thus, the critical value ro is given by (12) where r" is given by Eq. (11) and rmlll< is obtained by substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (9):
The corresponding value of ~ Vo is then obtained by sub-'stituting into Eq. (7) the appropriate value of r o , as given in Eq. (12).
C. Orientation probabilityI
The angle-dependent portion of the potential, Ve= -~VcosO , (14) will hinder the rotation of the HD molecule about its center of mass, thereby affecting the orientation probability, P(O). For a given value of ~V, one can calculate the probability p(O/J, ~V) of finding an HD molecule, whose rotational quantum number is J, at an orientation O.
Low energy limit
At very low collision energies, the collision time is so much longer than the rotational period of HD that the HD is able to orient itself under the influence of the angledependent portion of the intermolecular potential. Under these conditions, it can readily be shown 18 that sinO sinO p(O/J,~V)a:; T a:; (EJ+~VcosO)17Z (15) where E J is the (thermal) rotational energy of HD in the plane of collision when the reactants are at infinite separation. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we shall suppose that the HD reactant can rotate only in the collision plane. Under this restriction,
where B is the rotational constant of the HD molecule.
The fraction FW, E) of HD molecules in rotational state J with 0 between 0 and 1T/2 (i. e., with the H end closest to x+) at the moment the reactants reach the critical distance of separation, ro, is given by 
Integration of p(O/J, ~VO) yields an expression of the form
Evaluation at the appropriate limits of integration gives the following results: Case I. E J 2:: ~ Yo' The HD has sufficient energy to swing around in a complete circle, so that the motion is nonoscillating. With emax = 1T, Eq. (17) gives 
High energy limit
At very high collision energies, the collision occurs so rapidly (relative to the HD rotational period) that the HD has no time to become oriented in a manner consistent with the angle-dependent portion of the potential. In this energy region, p(O/J, ~ V) = sine, and FW, E) =0.5.
In the range of intermediate energies, however, there will be a transition from the results of the preceding section to the high energy limit, FW, E) = 0.5. Physically, some HD molecules (those originally oriented roughly perpendicular to the approaching ion) will have time to rotate their H end toward the ion; other HD molecules (those with 0 -1T) w ill not. Mathematically, this requires a weighting factor which describes the relative number of HD molecules capable of responding to potential ~ V, as a function of the collision energy E. In order to have a simple analytic expreSSion for this weighting factor, we make the following assumption:
Assumption 3. At a relative collision energy E, the fraction of HD molecules able to orient themselves appropriately during the time of interaction, t e , is given by (22) where tT is the time required for the HD molecule to rotate 1T radians (i. e., from the X+-D-H to the X+-H-D configuration). Of these molecules unable to orient themselves, [1-jW, E)], one-half are assumed to be oriented with -1T /2 < 0 < 1T /2. Therefore, the probability RW, E) that an HD molecule in a rotational state J will be oriented with the H end towards X+ in a collision at energy E will be
The interaction time te is arbitrarily defined as
where r(l%) is the X+-HD separation at which ~V is only 
The probability RV, E) that HD in the J= 1 level is oriented with its H end towards the ion, as calculated from Eq. (23) using the potential for the Kr+ + HD reaction, is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The discontinuities in the slope of the function RfJ, E) have the following physical causes:
(a) AV(ro)=E J • At this collision energy, ro has become sufficiently small [and ~ V(ro) sufficiently large] that the transition occurs from HD rotation at an uneven speed (which favors XD+ formation) to partial locking in (or oscillation instead of rotation), which will increasingly favor XH+ formation as ~ Vo increases further.
That is, e max becomes less than 7T radians.
(b) The centrifugal barrier in the effective radial potential merges with the hard-sphere repulsive wall of the intermolecular potential, so that ro = r. at this and higher energies. Un cases involvuig curve crOSSing, point b would occur at the collision energy for which ro = r x ' ) Because ro remains constant as the collision energy is further increased, ~ Vo and consequently RfJ, E) remain constant.
(c) The collision energy has reached the high energy limit (t c = tTl, with the result that HD cannot react quickly enough to align itself in the energetically most favorable orientation. As the collision energy is further increased (decreasing tC> a decreaSing fraction of the HD molecules will be able to complete their rotation during the interaction time, and R(J, E) approaches its high-energy limit of O. 5 (i. e., totally random orientation).
Calculation of R(J, E)
for the Kr+-HD reaction (discussed in more detail in the following section) predicts that the various rotational states will exhibit dramatically different kinetic isotope effects (see Fig. 3 ). All HD molecules in the J= 0 state, for example, become "locked in" to the X+-H-D configuration at low collision energies (E< O. 5 eV), but are oriented in an increaSingly random manner as the collision energy is increased beyond that for which ta equals t T • HD molecules in the J= 1 and 2 states, on the other hand, lead predominantly to XD+ formation at the lowest collision energies (because the HD molecules are rotating more slowly when the D end is closest to the ion), and to XH+ formation at collision energies above a few tenths of an eV (because the greater magnitude of ~ Vo at these higher energies causes a majority of the target molecules to become aligned in the X+-H-D configuration). The higher rotational states of HD (J> 2) preferentially form XD+ at all collision energies.
D. Summation over rotational states
Because the HD molecules will be distributed over many rotational states, the fraction of all collisions in which e is between -7T/2 and 7T/2 is (For these reactions, however, the model is independent of the values chosen for rQ because the reactions proceed via a crossing to an X-HD+ surface at distances r" greater than r~, so that r" and not r~ determines the limiting, high energy value of ro and hence of 6. Vo' ) As discussed above and in more detail elsewhere, 15 the reactions of many ions (including Ar+ and Kr+) with hydrogen are known to occur by an "electron jump" to the X-Hi state during the approach of the reactants. This transition may, in general, be represented by the process (31) The energy defects 6.£ for the various processes represented by Eq. (31) were calculated using the ionization potentials given in Ref. 22 and the molecular constants listed in Table I . The positions of the avoided crossings r" were then calculated from Eq. (11) using the model proposed by Gislason 17 : the HD target gas was assumed to be in thermal equilibrium and the initial populations (v,J) were calculated from the gas temperature, J' was assumed to equal J, and v' was determined by the assumption that only the outermost crossing need be considered. The values of r" so obtained are listed in Table II. Kuntz and Roach, 15 using the diatomics-in-molecules technique, have calculated the lowest potential energy surface for the Ar+-H z system. They found that the Ar+-H z and Ar-Hi surfaces cross in the entrance valley when the reactants are about 4 A apart, a value somewhat greater than those obtained with the simple model used here (see Table II ). They also obtained approximate collinear surfaces for KrHi and found that the crossing in this system was located at a considerably smaller reactant separation. Thus, the values of r" calculated from Eq. (11) are qualitatively correct, although perhaps slightly smaller than the actual values. (Note for the Kr+-HD system, several of the r" values are predicted to be smaller than r~. )
The kinetic isotope effect, expressed as XH+ /XD+, was calculated as a function of collision energy from Eq. (30), using for a(HD) and r~ the values discussed above and for r" the values listed in Table II . The results were weighted to account for the fact that the X+ ions are produced by impact of 70 eV electrons and are, therefore, presumably a 2: 1 mixture of the ZP3/Z and zP 1 / Z states. (This weighting took account of the fact that the different states will differ in their r" values, but it was assumed'that the two states do not differ in their total cross section for reaction. )
The predicted KIE for the Ar+ + HD reaction is compared with the experimental results of Berta et al. 4 in Fig. 4 . The model, which predicts a rather small KIE for this reaction, is in excellent agreement with the experimental data, except at the lowest collision energy (0.35 eV). The fact that the model predicts a somewhat greater KIE than observed at low energy may be an indication that the attractive force in this system is not adequately represented by the ion-induced dipole potential. Because the ionization potentials of Ar and HD are nearly equal, the true potential may be longer range than the 
A€ ( The predicted KIE for the Kr+ + HD reaction is compared with available experimental results in Fig. 5 . The agreement at low energy (E< 1 eV) 'is very good, with the model predicting both the steep initial rise and the subsequent plateau in the KIE. The results at higher colliSion energies are less good, with the model overestimating the magnitude of the KIE. This behavior is presumably due to the rather arbitrary nature of the high energy cutoff function employed in this model and the fact that a different mechanism (which leads to KrH+ /KrD+ ratios less than unity) is becoming operative at these higher collision energies. A possible cause for this high energy, inverse KIE has been discussed in the preceding paper. 2 The model also slightly overestimates the magnitude of the KIE at its maximum. There are two possible causes for this. First, the thermal motion of the HD target molecules gives rise to a spread in colliSion energies (FWHM == O. 48 eV at E == O. 7 eV),24 thus smearing out the KIE and decreaSing its apparent mag- 
IV. SUMMARY
An orientation isotope effect is proposed which is based upon (1) the fact that the displacement of the center of polarizability from the center of mass in the HD molecule will cause the intermolecular potential to contain a term of the form AV(r) cosO; (2) the fact that, for many ions X+, reaction occurs by a crossing from the initial X+-HD surface to an X-HD+ surface; (3) the assumption that the ratio XH+/(XW +XD+) is equal to the fraction of HD molecules with their H end oriented toward the ion X+ at the moment the reactants pas's over the centrifugal barrier in the effective radial potential (or cross over to the X-HD+ surface, if the crossing occurs prior to the attainment of the centrifugal barrier). Expressions are derived which permit the calculation of the KIE once an analytic expression has been assumed for the intermolecular potential.
Qualitatively, three effects can be discerned: (1) at low collision energies (A V < E J ), the HD rotates at an uneven speed, spending the majority of the time with its D end directed towards the ion and hence favoring XD+ formation; (2) at moderate collision energies (AV>E J ), the rotation of HD is hindered, with the H end becoming locked in towards the ion and thereby favoring XH+ formation; (3) at very high energies collision occurs on a time scale short compared to a rotational period and the HD orientation upon colliSion is essentially random, resulting in equal production of XH+ and XD+.
Assumption of the ion-induced dipole potential has permitted quantitative application of this model to the reactions of Ar+ and Kr+ with HD. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the agreement between experiment and this model is very good: the model both predicts the large KIE in the Kr+ reaction at collision energies less than 1.5 eV (C. m. ) and accounts for the near absence of such an effect in the Ar+ reaction. In view of the assumptions made in the formulation of this model, the close agreement with the experimental data is perhaps somewhat fortuitous. Nevertheless, the fact that the model is physically plausible and, without the use of adjustable parameters, quantitatively reproduces the KIE's observed for these two ion-molecule reactions, supports the hypotheSiS that the orientation effect described here is a major factor producing the unusual KIE observed in the Kr+ + HD reaction at low collision energies.
The remarkable difference in the KIE's displayed by Ar+ and Kr+ apparently arises from the difference in the positions of the crossings of the X+-HD andX-HD+ potential energy surfaces. Because the ionization potential of X is the major factor in determining the position of the crossing, one might expect similar KIE's in the reactions of Ar+ and N2 with HD, for example, as a consequence of the virtual equality of the ionization poten-tials of Ar and N 2 • Despite its apparent success, however, the model's limitations must be recognized. First, the results are sensitive to the intermolecular potential, the exact form of which will be unknown in most cases. Although the ion-induced dipole potential appears (perhaps fortuitously) to be satisfactory in the reactions considered here, it may not be adequate to describe other reaction systems. One obvious improvement to the simple model proposed here, therefore, would be the use of a more realistic intermolecular potential. Second, consideration must be given to other possible causes of kinetic isotope effects, including quantum effects (such as densities of states) and kinematic restraints arising from energy and momentum conservation. Third, Eq. (16), although allowing the essential features of the model to be discerned more readily, should be replaced by an expression which properly averages over the initial orientations of the HD rotational angular momentum.
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